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	Beginning XML Databases, 9780471791201 (0471791202), Wrox Press, 2006
The union of XML and relational databases creates a powerful tool with the ability to transfer information between two completely unrelated databases. With this book, veteran author Gavin Powell shows you how this confluence of two technologies can simplify your database work and provide a more standardized way to exchange data between multiple databases and web sites.
   

   You'll get an in-depth look at specific XML datatypes that are considered the most critical alliances between XML and a relational database. Plus, an introduction to the basics of SQL and numerous XML standards prove to be essential so that you can grasp database structure and comprehend how XML is used with the Oracle® and SQL Server relational databases. Throughout the book, valuable exercises and a surfeit of step-by-step examples will help you get an overall understanding of the topics at hand.   

   What you will learn from this book    

	The platform independence capability that comes from using XML— including independence from database vendors    
	The basics of XML, XSL, the XML DOM, and SQL    
	XML datatypes and features in Oracle Database and SQL Server    
	How to move data anywhere using XML (B2B)    
	Ways to read XML documents using XQuery and navigate documents using XPath®    
	XML, the object data model, native XML databases, and industry applications of XML    


   Who this book is for   

   This book is for anyone—from novice to expert—who is interested in learning the details of XML and database technology as applied to both XML and relational database technology, working together.   

   Wrox Beginning guides are crafted to make learning programming languages and technologies easier than you think, providing a structured, tutorial format that will guide you through all the techniques involved.     

       About the Author
   Gavin Powell has a BSc. in Computer Science, along with numerous professional accreditations and skills. He has had a lot of practice with things like XML, Oracle, Ingres, and MSAccess, as well as a multitude of application development languages and platforms. He has almost 20 years of contracting, consulting, and hands-on educating experience—in both software development and database administration roles. He has lived, studied, and worked on three different continents, and is now scratching a living as a writer, musician, and family man. He can be contacted at creativemusician@bellsouth.net or info@oracledbaexpert.com.       
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The Book of IMAP: Building a Mail Server with Courier and CyrusNo Starch Press, 2008

	There is very little specialist literature available on IMAP servers, and no
	current documentation deals with the subject in sufficient depth.


	There is a real need for a guide to IMAP. A quick look at relevant mailing
	lists shows that they are full of questions and problems, indicating that the
	software solutions now in use...


		

Better Business Decisions from Data: Statistical Analysis for Professional SuccessApress, 2014

	Everyone encounters statistics on a daily basis. They are used in proposals, reports, requests, and advertisements, among others, to support assertions, opinions, and theories. Unless you’re a trained statistician, it can be bewildering. What are the numbers really saying or not saying? Better Business Decisions from Data:...


		

Seeing Race Again: Countering Colorblindness across the DisciplinesUniversity of California Press, 2019

	Every academic discipline has an origin story complicit with white supremacy. Racial hierarchy and colonialism structured the very foundations of most disciplines’ research and teaching paradigms. In the early twentieth century, the academy faced rising opposition and correction, evident in the intervention of scholars including W. E....





	

The Essential Guide to User Interface Design: An Introduction to GUI Design Principles and Techniques, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
This second edition of the Essential Guide to User Interface Design is about designing clear, easy-to-understand-and-use interfaces and screens for graphical and Web systems. It is the seventh in a long series of books by the author addressing screen and interface design. Over the past two decades these books have evolved...

		

Practical Aspects of Declarative Languages: 9th International Symposium, PADL 2007, Nice, France, January 14-15, 2007, ProceedingsSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th International Symposium on Practical Aspects of Declarative Languages, PADL 2007, held in Nice, France, in January 2007, colocated with POPL 2007, the Symposium on Principles of Programming Languages.
The 19 revised full papers presented together with 2 invited papers were carefully...


		

Information Security Governance (Wiley Series in Systems Engineering and Management)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
This book provides an understanding of governance and its relevance to information security. It gives readers a clear, step-by-step approach to developing a sound security strategy aligned with their business objectives in order to ensure a predictable level of functionality and assurance. Next, it explores various approaches to implementing the...
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